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Abstract 

Hydroxyapatite (HAp) as a biomaterial is an interesting field of research, especially when it comes to 
creating composites of HAp, due its limiting mechanical properties. The possibility of producing novel 
PEG-based (bio)material was evaluated in this project, and also if the material would generate the 
growth of hydroxyapatite. Copolymers with phosphonate groups have in earlier studies been seen to 
promote HAp formation when submersed in simulated body fluid (SBF). New monomers called PHosMAs 
were produced in this project. The PhosMAs are dervatives of methacrylates containing phosphonate 
groups and were interesting to use regarding the stimulation of hydroxyapatite formation on the 
material. Two types of PhosMAs were manufactured, PhosMA1 and PhosMA2, where PhosMA2 
contained an additional thioether functional group. After obtaining the PhosMAs, their interactions with 
polyethylene glycol (PEG) when making blends and hydrogel films were examined. Copolymers of these 
components were tested for promoting HAp growth, the same was done with composite materials of 
the copolymer and HAp particles. The composites were produced by incorporating nanoparticles of HAp 
either physically or chemically. Only the composite material, with HAp seeds, showed further HAp 
formation when submersed in SBF. The processability of the material in microscale was tested by using 
the sample with chemically incorporated HAp, which was shown to generate most HAp precipitation and 
also showed best results regarding the homogeneity, in a soft lithography method developed by the 
Lensen lab, called Fill-Molding in Capillaries (FIMIC). The resulting FIMIC-material showed defined 
patterns of the mold, which was a positive result.   

Sammanfattning 

Användning av hydroxyapatite (HAp) som biomaterial är ett väldigt intressant område inom 
forskningsvärlden. Då materialet i sig självt är väldigt skört, har det blivit en växande trend att tillverka 
kompositer av HAp och polymerer. I detta projekt studerades möjligheten att producera ett nytt PEG-
baserat (bio)material som skulle kunna stimulera formationen av HAp. Tidigare studier har visat på att 
sampolymerer med fosfonatgrupper har genererat utfällning av HAp på materialet när det väl varit 
inkuberat i simulerad kroppsvätska. Nya monomerer vilka kallades för PhosMAs skapades i detta 
projekt. De var intressanta att använda med avseende på HAp formationen på materialet. Två typer av 
PhosMAs framställdes, PhosMA1 och PhosMA2, där PhosMA2 även innehöll en tioetergrupp. Efter att 
ha syntetiserat monomererna undersöktes interaktionerna mellan dessa och polyetylenglykol (PEG). 
Filmer av sampolymerer gjordes av dessa komponenter och deras påverkan på HAp formation 
granskades genom att inkubera materialen i den simulerade kroppsvätskan, samma undersökning 
gjordes med kompositer bestående av sampolymeren och HAp, varpå endast kompositerna visade på 
positivt resultat. Kompositerna producerades genom att inkorporera nanopartiklar av HAp antingen 
fysiskt eller kemiskt. För att undersöka om materialet kunde formas i mikroskala testades provet med 
bäst resultat för användbarhet i en mjuk litografimetod utvecklad av Lensen lab, så kallad ”Fillmolding in 
Caplliaris” (FIMIC). Det resulterande FIMIC-provet visade på ett urskiljbart randigt mönster, vilket var ett 
positivt resultat.   
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1. Introduction 

Hydroxyapatite 

Calcium phosphates in the form of hydroxyapatite (HAp) are major components in natural bone and are 
the most common mineral in vertebrate tissues. The mineralization of calcium phosphate is a 
complicated process due to its four different phases; dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (CaHP04×2H2O); 
octacalcium phosphate (CasH2(PO4)6×5H2O,OCP); tricalcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2, TCP); and 
hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, HAp). The precipitation of calcium phosphate occurs spontaneously in 
physiological environments where HAp is the most thermodynamically stable form, why the kinetics 
favour this composition of calcium phosphate, this can however still be a problem during mineralization 
of calcium phosphates.1  
 
Hydroxyapatite tends to elicit a biological response where they create strong bonds to the bone tissue 
by forming a bone-like apatite layer in the human body environment. These abilities establish the 
excellent biocompatible and bioactive properties of the material. By fabricating biomaterials from 
hydroxyapatite, we obtain a material that has the ability to serve as a great link between implants and 
connective tissues.2–4 Not only this, HAp is a material that is non-toxic, non-immunogenic and even 
osteoconductive, meaning that preosteoblast cells can adhere to the material and later differentiate to 
osteoblasts. These properties have a vital role when forming or repairing bones, therefore this material 
is highly used when it comes to bone- and dental-reconstructions.3,5,6  
 

Composites of hydroxyapatite 

All the mentioned characteristics make HAp very interesting to use as a biomaterial, however the 
limitation of HAp is the brittleness5,6. In order to improve the mechanical properties, composites of HAp 
and polymers have been made and this researching field has been growing more and more over the last 
decades3. A composite of these is actually not a surprising combination, since our own bone-tissues and 
teeth are composed in the similar way. The biominerals in our body are held together by our natural 
polymers, such as collagen, polysaccharides and polyphosphates 4. Composites would give us material 
that are more flexible, tolerant, and have the possibility to be formed in different, even complex shapes, 
yet still show the necessary and favourable properties of a biomaterial.  
 
In order to create a composite material which can be used as a biomaterial, it is of importance that the 
whole material itself is biocompatible. There are a few bio-stable polymers that also are biocompatible, 
such as polyether ether ketone (PEEK) and polysulfone (PSU) and if bio-degradable properties are 
needed, polylactide (PLA), polycaprolactone (PCL) and polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) can be used. 
However, the polymer that has been used at the most is polyethylene (PE), because of its proven record 
as a biomaterial.3  
 
Hydrogels have been really successful within the area of soft-tissue engineering, especially as scaffold 
materials, where they often have possessed regenerating properties.7,8 Hydrogels have the benefit of 
fitting well into the physiological environment because of its good interactions in aqueous surroundings. 
Similar material for hard-tissue-regeneration however, is something that has been missing. The problem 
is that hydrogels generally lack the capability to mineralize, why this research recently has been a 
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growing trend within tissue-engineering. There are a few ways to obtain a hydrogel with mineralization 
properties, where one is through incorporating inorganic particles, e.g. nanoparticles of HAp, into a 
polymer matrix. Another way is to have a negatively charged polymer backbone, in both cases, the 
particles and the negative spots acts as actives sites for mineralization through interactions with the ions 
that we have in our body fluid.7,8 These two strategies will be tested with our new material in this 
project.  
 
When HAp is made through precipitation of calcium phosphate, the nanoparticles easily aggregate 
together due to favourable adhesion forces. The dispersion of the HAp particles in the polymer matrix 
depends on the way of incorporating the particles. Also, the molecular composition of the matrix affects 
the nucleation of the HAp particles. Some functional groups has been seen to interact with HAp more 
favourably, e.g. acrylic acids and phosphoric groups.3,9–11  

Phosphonates and hydroxyapatite 

The relation between HAp and phosphoric groups is quite interesting, and in this study, phosphonic 
groups were  of special interest. In some cases these have been seen to inhibit the growth of HAp, which 
is the case for many phosphonate additives, where the additives seemed to have had adsorbed at the 
growth sites of the HAp crystals. Inhibition in the similar way has been seen with polyphosphonates as 
well, whereas copolymers with phosphonic groups have shown the opposite effect. In the case of the 
copolymers, these have been able to create pockets in the matrix, and in this manner be efficient to 
provide active sites for nucleation and growth of HAp, which has stimulated the mineralization of the 
crystals.10–12 With these results, it has recently been concluded that the phosphonate group could be an 
interesting functional group in order to control the mineralization of HAp6, why the idea of testing 
different copolymers with these groups has been brought to attention. 

Surfaces of biomaterial 

The surface characteristics of biomaterials strongly influence the protein adsorption and cell adhesion to 
the surface.  In order to control these mechanisms, surface modifications in the materials chemistry, 
topography or elasticity may be executed. Depending on what type of cells that are handled, this will 
affect their adhesion, spreading and even differentiation in more or less favourable ways. Combination 
of patterns with certain functional groups in microscale creates many possibilities. By exploiting the 
properties of HAp for being highly affinitive to bone and osteoblasts, and create patterns of these, smart 
biomaterial could be produced and be used as cellular biosensors, which means a material with a 
biological sensing part, and another part that acts as a transducer. This would make it possible for a 
better understanding regarding complex biochemical processes. 13–15     

Soft lithography and the FIMIC-method 

Patterns can be molded in a material with various lithographic techniques, where one of them is soft-
lithography. With this technique it is possible to form and manufacture structures in micro- and 
nanoscale. This is done by using an elastomeric stamp with structures that will generate patterns in the 
substrate material. There are six different techniques within soft-lithography: microcontact printing 
(µCP), replica molding (REM), microtransfer molding (µTM), micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC), 
solvent-assisted micromolding (SAMIM) and a new method recently developed by the Lensen lab, Fill-
molding in capillaries (FIMIC).16,17 In this method micro-channels are created by first molding an 
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elastomeric polymer through REM. By putting the molded replica on a glass slide, with the patterned 
side facing downwards, micro-capillaries are created. These capillaries can be filled with a precursor of 
another material, giving us a hybrid FIMIC-sample.17 
 
The advantages with the FIMIC-method is that the stiffness, swelling and porosity can be varied by 
varying the crosslinking-density in the precursors, there are clear and distinguishable borders between 
the replica- and the substrate material, which makes it possible to create a hybrid material with 
different elasticities. However, in order to use this method, some requirements need to be fulfilled.  The 
materials first of all need to be mouldable in microscale. Capillary forces are used, why the precursor of 
the substrate also needs to be in liquid form, but without any traces of water, since water might cause 
swelling of the replica and disturb the capillary filling. In order to do further cell studies with the hybrid 
material, it is of importance that the materials used are transparent and non-cytotoxic. 17–19 
 
The materials used in the FIMIC-method, have often been based on polyethylene glycol (PEG). This, 
because the polymer is non-toxic, cytocompatible and is already highly used within drug-delivery and 
tissue engineering. It can also easily be functionalized with acrylic groups in the ends, which makes it 
possible to create hydrogel films through UV photo-polymerization. Another benefit of using PEG, is that 
it is cell-repellant. Because of this property, the material will create less external interference, giving us a 
more preferable background when examining cell-behaviours of other materials. 17–19 
 
These FIMIC-samples have in earlier studies been used to evaluate the cell response of surfaces by 
varying the elasticity, chemistry or topography of the components. The defined areas of the materials in 
the samples have sometimes acted as bioinert and bioactive sites. In this way non-specific protein 
adsorption could be more controlled which affected the cell adhesion. The cells that have been used for 
these studies have mostly been fibroblasts, but also cell experiments with osteoblasts have been made. 
In order to make more successful experiments with osteoblasts, pure PEG-material with HAp particles 
have been exploited.19 It would therefore be interesting to examine if a new novel material could be 
used for this matter.17–19  

Aim of this work 

In this project we wanted to produce a new PEG-based material by copolymerising it with monomers 
which are derivatives of methacrylates containing phosphonate groups, called PhosMAs. We wanted to 
reach a composition of PEG 575 and PhosMA that would give us suitable blends, meaning blends 
without any visible inhomogeneity and had a low viscosity. The blends should also result in transparent 
and manageable hydrogels after photo-polymerization with UV-light. HAp generation of this material 
would be investigated through submersion in simulated body fluid (SBF), in hope that the phosphonate 
groups in the polymeric backbone would act as negatively charged active sites for nucleation of HAp. 
Possible active sites by incorporating nanoparticles of HAp would also be evaluated, and if these 
composite materials then resultedin further HAp formation when submersed in SBF. The material would 
also be tested for processabibilty in microscale. It would be of advantage if the material could be 
applicable in the FIMIC-method. If so, the material might be used for further cell studies, and the surface 
characteristics could later be modified in order to gain favourable cell interactions with the new 
material.  
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2. Experimental  

2.1. Production   

2.1.1. Synthesis of PhosMAs 

PhosMA1 

PhosMA1, 2-(2-(dimethoxyphosphoryl)ethyl methacrylate, was produced from methacryloyl chloride 
and diethylhydroxymethyl phosphonate. This was done in one step and the reaction can be seen in 
Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: The reaction of the synthesis of PhosMA1, where methacryloyl chloride and diethylhydroxymethyl phosphonate are 
reactants and triethylamine acts as a base in order to create PhosMA1. The figure also shows the temperature and the solvent 
during the reaction.  

 
The reaction was performed under inert atmosphere (Argon). 49 mmol methacryloyl chloride and 33 
mmol dimethylhydroxyethyl phosphonate were added to a round bottom flask. An ice bath was placed 
under the flask lowering the reaction temperature to 0° C. 22.5 mL dichloromethane (DCM) was added 
to the flask. 49 mmol of reused triethylamine (TEA), with a water-content of 0,0052% ,was mixed with 
10 mL DCM in a dropping funnel. The mixture was slowly added into the reaction flask during 12h. 
 
The byproduct triethylammonium chloride could be seen as a white solid and was filtered with filter 
paper. The filtered organic reaction solution was mixed with an aqueous solution of 100 mL with 5 wt% 
sodium hydrogen carbonate dissolved in Milli-Q water. The different phases were separated with a 
separating funnel, where the product was in the organic phase and the HCl formed during the reaction 
maintained in the aqueous phase. The organic solution was washed with water until it became neutral. 
2-3 spoons of magnesium sulfate were added to the separated organic solution in order to dry it by 
absorbing the remaining water. This was mixed and left under stirring overnight. The hydrated 
magnesium sulfate was filtrated and the solvent was removed with a rotary evaporator leaving the 
product in the flask. 

 
The product was purified from the reactants in the remaining solution with column chromatography. 
The eluent used for this was a mixture of hexane and methyl tert-butyl ether with the ratio of 10:1 
respectively. The column was packed with silica by using the eluent. The reaction solution with the 
product was put onto the column and the reactants were removed with the eluent. The product was 
then eluted with chloroform, and the last remains of the product were extracted with ethanol. The 
different eluents were then removed from the collected samples with a rotary evaporator. The 
remaining samples were analysed with Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Mass Spectroscopy 
(MS). From these results we could determine which batches that were good enough for further 
experiments. 
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PhosMA2 

PhosMA2, 2-(dimethoxyphoaphoryl)ethylthio)ethyl methacrylate, was produced from mercaptoethanol, 
diethyl vinylphosphonate and methacryloyl chloride. This was synthesized in in two steps, as can be seen 
in Figure 2. In the first step diethyl-2-(2-hydroxyethylthio)ethyl phosphonate, the intermediary product, 
is formed, and in the second the wanted product is produced.  
 

 
Figure 2: The reaction of the synthesis of PhosMA2, where mercaptoethanol and diethyl vinylphosphonate forms the 
intermediary product in the first step. This later reacts with methacryloyl chloride, and with help of TEA forms PhosMA2 in the 
second step. 

 
Step 1: The reaction was performed under inert atmosphere (Argon). 92 mmol mercaptoethanol and 73 
mmol  diethyl vinylphosphonate were added to a round bottom flask. 20mL of methanol was then 
added to the flask. The reaction mixture was left under UV-radiation with the wavelengths of 245 nm 
and 366 nm for 40 h creating the intermediary product, (2-(2-hydroxyethyl)thio)ethyl)- diethyl ester.  

 
The methanol in the reaction solution was removed by evaporation with a rotary evaporator. The other 
unwanted reactants were removed from the solution by vacuum distillation at 12 mbar. Only the 
intermediary product remained in the flask, which was verified with NMR-analysis.  

 
Step 2: The reaction was made under the same conditions and using a similar procedure as for the 
synthesis of PhosMA1. 28.5 mmol of the intermediary product and 85.5 mmol dimethylaminopyridine 
were added to a round-bottom flask. 57 mmol methacryloyl chloride and 15 ml DCM were added to a 
dropping funnel, where they were mixed, and then slowly added to the reaction flask during 12h. The 
reaction temperature was 0° C. 
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The byproduct triethylammonium was filtered with filter paper. The reaction solution was mixed with a 
saturated aqueous solution, of 37.5 g ammonium chloride dissolved in 100 ml Milli-Q water, in a 
separating funnel with an aqueous solution of 100 mL with 5 wt% sodium hydrogen carbonate dissolved 
in Milli-Q water. The different phases were separated with a separating funnel, where the product was 
in the organic phase and the HCl formed during the reaction maintained in the aqueous phase. The 
organic solution was washed with water until it became neutral. 2-3 spoons of magnesium sulfate were 
added to the separated organic solution in order to dry it by absorbing the remaining water. This was 
mixed and left under stirring overnight. The hydrated magnesium sulfate was filtrated and the solvent 
was removed with a rotary evaporator leaving the product in the flask. The organic phase was separated 
and saved whilst the aqueous phase was washed with 3×100 ml DCM. All the organic phases were 
collected at the end, and then washed with a saturated aqueous solution of 54.88g NaCl in 100 ml Milli-
Q water. The organic phase was separated and 3 spoons of magnesium sulfate were added to the 
organic solution. This was left under stirring overnight.   

 
The hydrated magnesium sulfate was filtered the day after, and the product was purified from the 
solution by column chromatography. This was done in the same way as described for PhosMA1. 
 
In the last step of the synthesis and extraction of the PhosMAs, they were eluted from the colon 
chromatography with different solvents, which later were evaporated, leaving only the product in the 
batch. These batches were analysed with Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Mass Spectroscopy 
(MS). From these results we could determine which batches that were good enough for further 
experiments. 

2.1.2. Producing PEG-based PhosMA blends 

Different polymer blends with PEG as a base were produced. First the starting blends containing only 
PEG and the PhosMAs, and later two types of composite blends. When making the composite blends, 
hydroxyapatite particles were incorporated to the starting blends of PhosMA2.  

Starting blends 

The blends were produced by first dissolving 1% photoinitiator (2-hydroxy-4’-(2hydroxy-ethoxy)-2 
methyl-propiophenone, 98 %, Mw 224.26 Da, Sigma Aldrich) in a small amount of acetone. Thereafter 
the poly(ehtylene glycol) diacrylate (PEG-DA, Mw 575 Da, Sigma Aldrich) and the PhosMAs were added 
according to table 1.  

 
Table 1:Table over the amounts that were added into vials, in order to reach certain ratios.  

Ratio PEG:PhosMA PEG 
(µL) 

PhosMA1/PhosMA2  
(µL) 

5:1 833 167 

7:1 875  125 

9:1 900 100 

 
The blends were mixed and vortexed. A flow of nitrogen gas was used to remove the acetone, which 
had been added only to dissolve the photoinitiator. 
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The starting blends of PhosMA2 with the ratios of 5:1 and 9:1 were used for further experiments. These 
will be mentioned as Start5 and Start9 respectively.  

Producing composite blends 

Two types of composite blends were produced by adding hydroxyapatite particles to Start5 and Start9 
blends. Depending on what type of composite it was, the particles were incorporated in different 
manners, creating different types of particles. The physically incorporated hydroxyapatite nanoparticles 
are called HAp NP, while the chemically incorporated particles, which were formed in situ, are called 
nHAp. 

Composite blends of HAp NP 

Synthesis of the HAp NP 
A solution of calciumnintrate tetrahydrate (Ca(NO3)×4H2O, Fluka Analytical, Sigma Aldrich) was made by 
adding 5.96 g of the salt in 200 ml distilled water. Another solution of diammoniumhydrogen phosphate 
((NH4)HPO4, Merck) was made by adding 1.92 g of the salt in 200 ml distilled water and subsequently 
add 10 ml ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH, 28.0-30.0%, Sigma Aldrich). These salt solutions were 
simultaneously poured into an E-flask, where they were mixed during 1h.  

 
The mixture was filtered with vacuum filtration. The filter cake was washed with distilled water until the 
ammonia smell disappeared. The filter paper with the filter cake was left to dry in 50 °C overnight. The 
dried particles were grinded and put into a vial during the last step.  

Physical incorporation of HAp NP 
Composite blends of 20 wt% HAp NP were made by first weighing 80 wt% of the Start5 and Start9 
blends in separate vials, and then add 20 wt% of HAp NP to the vials. The mixtures were vortexed and 
subsequently put in an ultrasonication bath for 10 min.  
 
Composite blends of 10 wt% HAp NP were made using the same procedure, only the weights were 
replaced with 90 wt% of Start5 and Start9 blends, and the addition of HAp NP was 10 wt%. These 
samples were used for further experiment and are abbreviated 5HAp NP and 9HAp NP respectively. 
 
The thoroughly mixed blends were observed and then polymerized according to the conditions seen in 
“Producing hydrogel films”. 

Composite blends of nHAp 

Preparing salt solutions 
The calcium salt solution was made by adding 12 g Ca(NO3)× 4H2O to 20 ml distilled water. The 
phosphate salt solution was made by adding 4 g (NH4)HPO4 to 20 ml distilled water and then adding 5 ml 
NH4OH, which lead to crystal formation. Distilled water was added until the crystals disappeared.   
 

Chemical incorporation of nHAp 
Composite blends of 20 wt% nHAp were made by first weighing 80 wt% of the Start5 and Start9 blends 
separately in different vials. 0.78 ml of the prepared calcium salt solution and 1.86 ml of the phosphate 
salt solution were added simultaneously into each vial during stirring. These volumes were chosen since 
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they together corresponded to 20 wt% hydroxyapatite. The solutions were then left under stirring 
overnight. These were afterwards filtered by vacuum filtration and then washed with distilled water 
until the smell of ammonia disappeared. 
 
In order to make the filter cake less viscous, it was mixed with PEG in a 50:50 relation. 1 % photoinitiator 
needed to be added for the new amount of PEG. This was thoroughly mixed and then polymerized 
under the conditions seen in “Producing hydrogel films” 
 

Composite blends of 10 wt% nHAp were made in the same procedure as for 20 wt% nHAp. Only 90 wt% 
of Start5 and Start9 were used, 0.22 ml of the calcium salt solution and 0.52 ml of the phosphate salt 
solution were added to the separate vials, which corresponded to 10 wt% nHAp. After the stirring they 
were left in an oven with 65 °C overnight. They were thereafter mixed and polymerized according to the 
conditions seen in “Producing hydrogel films”  These samples were used for further experiments and are 
abbreviated 5nHAp and 9nHAp respectively.  

2.1.3. Producing hydrogel films 

Hydrogel films were created from the different blends, that is, the starting blends, and the two types of 
composite blends with the same method. 
 
One or two drops of each sample were placed on an objective glass, where they later were covered with 
a cover glass. The samples were then put in a glovebox with nitrogen atmosphere. Here they were 
radiated with UV-light, using a wavelength of 366 nm for 30 min, with the distance of 8 cm. The 
glovebox conditions and the water content (10 %) were always the same, only the temperature varied 
between 18 °- 20 °C. 

2.1.4. Incubation in SBF 

Producing the SBF-solution 

Separate salt solutions with specific concentrations had to be prepared in order to make the solution of 
simulated body fluid (SBF). Appropriate amounts of the different salts were dissolved in distilled water 
reaching the concentrations, which can be seen in table 2.  

 
Table 2: Shows the concentration of the different salt solutions 

Salt solution Concentration (g/L) 

KCl  59.64 

NaCl 116.88 

NaHCO3 45.37 

MgSO4 24.75 

KH2PO4 27.22 

CaCl2 14.69 

NaN3 100 

TRIS buffer 121.16 g/L 
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The TRIS salt buffer was made by first adding 121.16 g of TRIS in 650 ml distilled water. The pH was 
adjusted to 7.69 by adding HCl. Distilled water was thereafter added until the volume had reached 1 L.   
 
The final SBF solution was made by adding specific volumes of the salt solutions in the following order. 5 
ml KCl, 60 ml NaCl, 10 ml NaHCO3, 5 ml MgSO4, 25 ml CaCl2, 50 ml TRIS buffer, 10 ml NaN3 and finally 5 
ml KH2PO4. 
 

Immersion of the samples 

Small pieces of the hydrogel films were cut to an area of 0.25 cm2 . Each piece was put in a container 
with 15 ml of pre-heated SBF-solution. These were then incubated in 37 °C. The time for incubation 
varied depending on the type of film. All of the starting films were incubated for 1, 4 and 7 days. The 
composite films 5HAp NP, 9HAp NP, 5nHAp and 9nHAp were incubated for 1 and 10 days. 

2.1.5. FIMIC 

Preparing the FIMIC-precursor 

The FIMIC-precursor, the prepolymer liquid that will fill the micro capillaries created in the FIMIC 
method, was prepared with a modified 5nHAp sample. The sample was made using the same procedure 
as for the sample of 5nHAp, but with an addition of 5% crosslinkers, pentaerythritol triacrylate (Mw 
298.29, technical grade, Sigma Aldrich).  

Fabricating the replica mold 

A silicon wafer with striped micro patterns, grooves of 20 µm, ridges of 10 µm and deep of 10 µm, was 
used. This was first prepared by rinsing it with acetone, water and isopropanol, and there after drying it 
under a mild stream of nitrogen gas. Two drops of a PEG mixture with 1% photo initiator were placed on 
two corners of the wafer and flattened out by covering with cover glasses. This was then polymerized in 
the same way as under “Producing hydrogel films” but for 15 min. The cured and patterned hydrogel 
films, the replica molds, were turned upside down and placed on a objective glass, where they were cut 
in purpose of getting nice pieces of the mold, with smooth edges. Example of how to fabricate a replica 
mold can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Processing steps of replica molding, where a) shows the patterned silicon wafer; b) shows the silicon wafer acting as a 
stamp for the PEG droplets, which later are polymerized with UV-light; c) removing the replica mold and turn it upside down. 
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Producing the FIMIC substrates 

The fine pieces of the replica molds were turned upside down again and placed on clean objective 
glasses. This way the patterns of the molds were facing down, creating small capillaries with the surface 
of the objective glass. Small droplets of the FIMIC-precursor, the prepared 5nHAp sample, were placed 
on the glass. By carefully dragging the liquid from the drops to the edges of the replica molds, the 
channels could be filled. This was then polymerized in the same way as in “Producing hydrogel films” but 
for 15 min. An illustration of this process can be seen in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: The steps in the FIMIC process. In our case the replica mold of light blue colour corresponds to the PEG, and the 
FIMIC-precursor of dark blue colour, corresponds to the prepared 5nHAp. 

 

2.2. Characterization 

2.2.1. Synthesis of PhosMAs 

In the last step of the synthesis and extraction of the PhosMAs, the products were eluted from the colon 
chromatography with different solvents, which later were evaporated, leaving only the product in the 
batch. These batches were analysed with Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Mass Spectroscopy 
(MS) in order to determine which batches that were good enough for further experiments.  

NMR 

With this method the magnetic fields from the nuclei of the various atoms in the molecules were 
measured. The outcome of these spectra depended on the surrounding environments of the atoms, 
which detected the electric field of the atom regarding to the rest of the molecule. This method was 
therefore used to identify the molecules in the samples. These measurements were done with a Bruker 
Avance 300 Spectrometer med 300 MHz, and the samples were dissolved in deuterated chloroform. 

MS 

The samples were also characterized with mass spectroscopy MS with the purpose of confirming the 
accurate molecular weight of the products. In this method, the molecules in the sample were ionized 
gaining a charge. These were accelerated and the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio was measured, thus 
different molecules could be separated and identified. The instrument used was ESI-Q-TOF maXis (UHR-
TOF MS, Bruker Daltonik GmbH).  
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2.2.2. Observation of blends and hydrogels 

Optical microscopy 

The properties of the blends and the hydrogel films were primarily observed with the naked eye. 
However, some of the samples were also examined with optical microscopy. Light microscopy images 
were taken of these samples with an inverted Axiovert 100A Imaging microscope (Carl Zeiss, Goettingen, 
Germany) using an AxioCam MRm digital camera and analyzed using the AxioVisionV4.8.1 software 
package (Carl Zeiss, Goettingen, Germany). 
 

2.2.3. Composite hydrogels 

The samples that were manufactured as composite hydrogels were examined with Fourier Transformed 
Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and with X-ray diffraction (XRD) in order to confirm the presence of the 
incorporated HAp particles. 

FTIR 

With infrared (IR) spectroscopy, it was possible to measure the vibrational energy by absorption of IR-
lights. This was used to characterize typical bands from functional groups in HAp, both in the reference 

material and in the incorporated films.20 The instrument used was a Varian 640-IR" FTIR spectrometer. 

XRD 

This technique is used to measure very small spacings in a material, e.g. between atoms or between ions 
in a crystal structure. These spacings lead to diffraction patterns when X-rays are sent through the 
sample. The angle of the diffraction is called theta,  , and with this technique it is possible to measure 
  , ergo the structure of the crystal in the samples could be determined. In our case this analysis was 
used in order to examine the crystals created after the incorporation of the HAp particles in the 
composite material, but also for the starting samples so a comparison could be made. By examining the 
crystals, the phase purity could be verified, meaning we could understand there actually were some 
crystal structures of calcium phosphate in form of HAp present.20,21 The instrument used in doing so was 

a PANalytical X'Pert PRO MPD diffractometer;Cu K-alpha tube: 40kV / 40mA; PIXcel detector: solid-state 
detector. The measurements were made with standard wide-angle measurement in reflection. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Background over the project lay out 

The flowchart in Figure 5 gives an overview of the different steps in this project. It started with synthesis 
of the monomers PhosMA1 and PhosMA2. Both of these were mixed with PEG in blends of three 
different ratios. These were UV-cured into hydrogel films. The films were incubated in SBF solution in 
hope of HAp formation.  
 
The blends and the films of PhosMA2 showed better results, and therefore only PhosMA2 was used for 
further experiments. It was interesting to see if the difference in ratio would make any significant 
difference, therefore the starting blends with highest and lowest amount of PhosMA2 were 
investigated. These blends were further treated with two types of incorporation of HAp. The composite 
blends were also polymerized with UV-radiation creating hydrogel films. The films were later incubated 
in SBF and the HAp formation was evaluated.  
 
The composite blend of 1:5 showed best results, therefore only this was used for investigating the FIMIC 
processability. There was an addition of cross-linkers to this blend in order to minimize the risks of 
breaking in the films.  
 

  

Figure 5: Flowchart over the different steps in the project 
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3.2. Synthesis of the monomers 

The PhosMA monomers were interesting in this project since they have the phosphonic group that we 
were interested in, and they also contain acrylic groups, which were needed if they were to be cross-
linked with PEG through UV-curing. Another reason to use them in this project was because they were in 
liquid form, which was an important factor for the capillary filling in the FIMIC-procedure. The products 
were identified and the purity of the batches were analysed by characterization with NMR and MS.  
 

NMR 
PhosMA1 was the first monomer to be synthesized, and the product could be identified with the NMR 
sptectra. The spectrum from the batch that was used is presented in Figure 6.  
 
 

 
Figure 6: 1H NMR spectrum of PhosMA1-batch used in the project 

 
The synthesis of PhosMA2 was done in two steps. First an intermediary product was created, which also 
was confirmed with NMR. The spectrum of this can be seen in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: 1H NMR spectrum of the intermediary product 

 
In the second step the PhosMA2 was produced and this was analysed with NMR, and one can see the 
product in the batch identified in Figure 8.  
 

 
Figure 8: 1H NMR spectrum of PhosMA2 
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The interesting peaks are marked and identified with green in the spectra. Unfortunately there seemed 
to be some impurities present, but the synthesis steps of the PhosMA-monomers were not the main 
focus in this project. We were aiming for confirmation of the presence of these specific molecules, so 
they could be used in order to evaluate the interactions with PEG. The traces of the impurities will most 
likely affect the interaction of the product, but it would still give us a good indication of how a potential 
material with these molecules would behave.  
 

MS 
In the MS-spectra from the PhosMA1 samples there were visible peaks at 222 m/z and 223 m/z, where 
the first value would correspond to the PhosMA1 itself and the second to the PhosMA1 attached to a 
hydrogen ion. In the MS-spectra of the PhosMA2 there were peaks at 333 m/z and 310 m/z. The first 
would correspond to the PhosMA2 coupled with a sodium ion, and the second to the PhosMA2 and a 
hydrogen ion. The MS-spectra of the products can be seen in appendix. 
 
The results from both NMR and MS were compared and from these we could conclude which batches 
that could be used further in the project.  
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3.3. PEG-based PhosMA blends 

Investigation of mixing the PhosMAs with PEG was the first step where an interaction could be observed 
between the two components. There are some general challenges in producing a polymer mixture, e.g. 
to know under what condition the compounds will behave homogenously, and it is also very 
complicated to predict the mechanical behaviours of the blend.22 In our case it was preferable to have 
blends of low viscosities showing no signs of inhomogeneity. Both of these requirements were 
preferable for the FIMIC-method, and transparency of material was an important factor for cell studies 
as well.  
 

Starting blends 

In earlier studies, when mixing two liquid pre-polymers where one of them were PEG 575, complications 
occurred. There seemed to have been a limit to form a homogeneous gel and ended up in phase 
separation of the two pre-polymers. This was prohibited by having more than 40 % PEG in the blends 
which resulted in homogeneous and transparent gels17. In our case we also used PEG 575, and in order 
to examine how it related to the PhosMAs, the compounds were mixed in three different ratios. The 
results of the mixing can be seen in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Properties of the blends created when mixing PhosMA1 and PhosMA2 with PEG, separately. These are properties seen 
with the naked eye. 

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA1) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Viscosity Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA2) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Viscosity 

5:1 No Less viscous 5:1 No Less viscous 

7:1 No Less viscous 7:1 No Less viscous 

9:1 No Less viscous 9:1 No Less viscous 

  
 
Both PhosMA1 and PhosMA2 were able to be mixed with the PEG without any visual problems for all of 
the ratios. Unfortunately, we were not able to analyse if these created a homogeneous mixture. In order 
to be completely sure of this, one could examine the miscibility of the pre-polymers by measuring the 
glass transition temperate with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 23,24  
 
The blends were examined with optical microscopy, and the various ratios of each blend looked quite 
similar. However, one could clearly see a difference in the homogeneity between the PhosMA1 blends 
and the PhosMA2, where all blends of PhosMA1 showed more inhomogeneity, which can be seen in 
Figure 9. Since PhosMA2 showed better results, this PhosMA was chosen for further experiments. The 
difference between the ratios was as mentioned not so clear, nevertheless two specific ratios were 
chosen, 5:1 and 9:1. These two ratios of the PhosMA2 were chosen since this could give us an idea if 
there would be any difference in having more or less phosphonate-groups. The samples are referred to 
as Start5 and Start9 respectively.  
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Figure 9: PEG-based PhosMA blends where a) blend with PhosMA1 shows of more inhomogeneity than b) blend with PhosMA2 

Composite blends 

The HAp particles in the composite blends were incorporated either physically or chemically, and the 
amount of particles also varied. These parameters seemed to have had a noticeable impact on the 
blends.   
The composite blends were produced from the blends of Start5 and Start9. 

Composite blends of HAp NP 

Synthesis of the HAp NP 
The characterization of the synthesised HAp nanoparticles showed the typical peaks of precipitated HAp 
in IR spectrum, which can be seen in Figure 15. The diffraction in the XRD agrees with the planes of the 
typical HAp crystals, seen in Figure 16. In the introduction we mentioned that there were different 
phases of calcium phosphates, and with this information we could confirm that we had calcium 
phosphates in the form of HAp.  

Physical incorporation of HAp NP 
Samples of both 20 wt% and 10 wt% HAp NP were produced. The samples of 10 wt% showed better 
results than 20 wt%. The viscosity was lower and they were also less opaque.  A plausible reason for this 
would be that there were more HAp particles in the one with 20 wt%, which also made these samples 
more viscous. Both types of samples were vortexed and put in ultra-sonification baths, but these 
processes might have had less effect because of more particles and higher viscosity. The results of the 
different blends can be seen in Table 4 and 5.  
 
Table 4: Properties of blends with 20 wt% HAp NP 

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA2) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Viscosity 

5:1  Blurry More viscous 

9:1  Blurry More viscous 
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Table 5: Properties of blends with 10 wt% HAp NP 

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA2) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Viscosity 

5:1  Les blurry Viscous  

9:1  Less blurry Viscous  

 

Composite blends of nHAp 

Chemical incorporation of nHAp 
The additions of the salt solutions increased the viscosity of the blends very rapidly, due to the direct 
formation the HAp particles. The viscosities seemed to be more homogeneous after the stirring, but still 
very viscous.  
 
Samples of 20 wt% nHAp were made first. These acquired very high viscosity, as can be seen in Figure 
10. In order to get rid of the water, the samples were filtrated. What was left on the filter paper was like 
a wet solid mass. In order to attain the samples in liquid state again, they had to be mixed with PEG once 
again, and are therefore referred to as the PEG-diluted samples.  
 
Table 6: Properties of blends with 20 wt% nHAp 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 10: Picture of the 20 wt% nHAp blends after filtration 
 

The 20 wt% nHAp-samples were mixed with PEG in a 50:50 relation. The PEG-diluted samples contained 
approximately 10 wt% nHAp and the ratios of PEG:PhosMA2 were around 1:10 and 1:18. The blend of 
these looked much better and seemed much more promising for the formation of hydrogel films, which 
later also showed to coincide. Based on the results from the PEG-diluted samples, we could expect 
better results from samples with 10 wt% nHAp incorporated from the beginning.  
 
  

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA2) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Viscosity  

5:1  Yes Very viscous 

9:1  Yes Very viscous 
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Table 7: Properties of the PEG-diluted samples 

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA2) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Viscosity  

~10:1  Blurry Viscous  

~18:1  Blurry Viscous 

 
The samples of 10 wt% nHAp showed distinguishably better results, i.e. more homogeneous and above 
all less viscous. Considering the less amount of HAp formation, the stirring could probably be done more 
smoothly resulting in a better mixing. There was also no need of the filtering step, since the samples 
were more fluidic and could be put in oven overnight.  

 
Table 8: Properties of blends with 10 wt% nHAp 

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA2) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Viscosity  

5:1  No Viscous  

9:1  No Viscous 
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3.4. Hydrogel films 

Hydrogel films were created when the polymers and monomers in the blend were cross-linked with 
each other under UV-light. This was through a photo-polymerization reaction where the UV-radiation 
activated the photoinitiaters which started the cross-linking. The blend could be cross-linked since the 
PEG contained two acrylic groups which could react, and the PhosMAs could link with these through its 
own acrylic group at the one end. Earlier studies have shown that this reaction of the acrylate groups 
occurs very rapidly. After 30 s more than 90 % of the double bonds were consumed, and after 30 min 
only 0.6 % of unreacted end-groups remained, that is to say, the cross-linking was complete after 30 
min. This was under circumstances of 1 % photoinitiator, which also applied in our case. The present 
work is based on these former studies.25 The relation in the different ratios should therefore be more or 
less accurate, according to these assumptions. Presumably less, since the PhosMA contained one 
reactive end-group instead of two, as in the study. However, as it has been concluded, these end-groups 
reacted very fast and therefore the opinion about the ratios should still cohere. 
 
In order to determine if the hydrogel films were adequate for this project, they were examined for any 
remaining liquids and also signs of brittleness. A fluidic sample would be a sign of insufficient 
crosslinking, and a too brittle sample would on the other hand indicate on too much crosslinking. It was 
also important that the polymer films were manageable for the experimental work, that is that they 
were enough cross-linked to be stable when handling them. Transparency of the films was also an 
important factor, where transparent films were preferable. Some of the films were analysed with 
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). 

Starting films 

The polymerizations of the starting blends were all successful and the resulting films were easy to 
handle, thus additional cross-linkers were not needed. Example of these can be seen in Figure 11. The 
observable characteristics can be seen in Table 9. The blends of PhosMA1 showed higher amount of 
inhomogeneity. PhosMA2 might have shown better results since the thioether group in the molecules 
probably made them more flexible. Nevertheless, the Start5 and Start9 samples were used in further 
experiments, why only these were analysed with FTIR and XRD. 
 
Table 9: Properties of the pure films 

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA1) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Opacity Manageability 

5:1 No Transparent OK 

7:1 No Transparent  OK 

9:1 No Transparent OK 
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Figure 11: Example of how the hydrogel films look like.  
Films of both PhosMA1 and PhosMA2, with the ratio of 7:1, on objective glasses. 

 
The hydrogel films of Start5 and Start9 contained the same types of functional groups, and should 
therefore have peaks at the same wavenumbers. This was also the case, there were no significant 
difference between the samples, as presented in Figure 12. Unfortunately most of our bands were in the 
region between 650-1500 cm-1, which is an area where many vibrations not are so “well-behaved”, 
meaning that a similar band can vary by hundreds of wavenumbers.26 This might explain the small visible 
differences.   
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Figure 12: IR-spectra over the films from the starting blends 

 
The XRD analysis of the starting samples showed a broad peak around         , seen in Figure 13. The 
sharpness of the diffraction peaks gives information about the crystallinity in the sample. In our case 
both of the peaks were broad, meaning that the samples we had were amorphous polymers.27 This 
would also make sense, since the polymers were randomly crosslinked, and an order through this might 
be hard to achieve. The sharpening of a peak width is correlated to the number of atoms in a molecule.28 
This might be a reason for the Start5 showing a sharper full peak, since it contained more atoms than 
the Start9, due to its higher PhosMA2 content.  
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Figure 13: XRD spectra of the hydrogel films from the Starting blends, Start5 and Start9, showing broad peaks.  

Hydrogels of composite films 

Composite films of physically incorporated HAp NP 

First the films of 20 wt% HAp NP were made. The cross-linking was successful and films were able to be 
produced from the composite blends. The films had adequate properties after the UV-curing, only the 
opacity was less fortunate, Table 10. After being left in an ambient environment however, they became 
more brittle, as can be seen in Figure 14. This was probably due to the dry environment and being 
exposed to light during several days. The films of 10 wt% did not show these signs, even though being 
left in the same environment during a longer period. The amount of the copolymer was probably too 
low in the 20 wt% sample to retain hydrogel properties. The films of 10 wt% were also more transparent 
and easier to handle, Table 11. We continued with this wt% in this project, we also used the 
compositions of 5:1 and 9:1 which are referred to as 5HAp NP and 9HAp NP respectively. 
 
Table 10: Properties of the films with 20 wt% HAp NP 

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA2) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Opacity Manageability 

5:1  Blurry Opaque Less OK 

9:1  Blurry Opaque Less OK 
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Figure 14: The polymer films with 20 wt% physically incorporated HAp NP 

 
Table 11: Properties of the films with 10 wt% HAp NP 

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA2) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Opacity Manageability 

5:1  Less blurry Slightly opaque OK 

9:1  Less blurry Slightly opaque OK 

 
In order to identify the HAp content in the films of 5HAp NP and 9HAp NP, they were compared to the 
starting films and pure HAp particles with IR- and XRD-measurements. In this way it was possible to 
confirm that the incorporation of the HAp actually had occurred. In Figure 15 one can see peaks that 
match up to the stronger peaks of the pure HAp particles. This occurs at 560 cm-1 and 601 cm-1, these 
wavenumbers resembles to the vibration of the bending modes of the O-P-O bonds in PO4

3-, which are 
much clearer for the pure HAp.29  
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Figure 15: IR-spectra of the physically incorporated 9HAp NP sample, compared to the starting film, Start9, and pure HAp 
particles. The marked peaks are from the PO4

3- group in hydroxyapatite.   
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The XRD shows strong peaks of the pure HAp at 26 ° and 32 °, and also a weaker peak around 28 °. These 
reflections correspond to crystalline HAp reflections with the planes of (002), (210) and (211) 
respectively. Traces of these peaks could be seen in the physically incorporated samples as well. 
Example of this can be seen in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: XRD-spectra of 9HAp NP compared to the pure film and pure HAp particles. 

 

Composite of chemically incorporated nHAp 

It was not possible to make films out of the 20 wt% blends since they were too viscous. After further 
mixing with PEG however it was possible to make films out of these. The hydrogel films of the PEG-
diluted samples were slightly opaque and quite resistant when handling them, which were satisfying 
results. 
  
Table 12: Properties of films from the PEG-diluted sample, with approximately 10 wt% nHAp and ratios around 10:1 and 18:1 
instead of 5:1 and 9:1.  

Ratio 
(PEG:PhosMA2) 

Visual 
inhomogeneity 

Opacity Manageability 

~10:1  Blurry Slightly opaque OK 

~18:1  Blurry Slightly opaque OK 

 
The films of the blends with 10 wt% nHAp showed even better results than the films of the PEG-diluted 
sample. They also appeared to be tougher and more transparent than the PEG-diluted films. This is 
probably a result of the direct HAp formation in the solution which most likely made it possible for the 
particles to nucleate more homogeneously. These compositions were chosen to work with since they 
were the most suitable of the chemical blends. The samples of these are referred to as 5nHAp and 
9nHAp.  
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Also the chemically incorporated films were analysed for identification of the HAp in the same way as 
the physical. In the IR-spectrum seen in Figure 17 one can see the clear peaks of the phosphate groups 
from the hydroxyapatite, both in the pure nanoparticles of HAp and in the chemically incorporated 
samples.  
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Figure 17: IR-spectra of 5nHAp compared to the pure film and pure HAp particles. The marked peaks are from the PO4

3- group in 

hydroxyapatite.   
 

The diffraction from the XRD-measurement of the chemically incorporated sample can be seen in Figure 
18. Also here traces of the typical (002), (210) and (211) planes can be seen from the crystalline HAp 
reflections.  
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Figure 18: XRD-spectra of 9HAp NP compared to the pure film and pure HAp particles.   
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3.5. Immersion in SBF 

The different polymer films were immersed in SBF solution imitating the physiological environment with 
the appropriate temperature and pH. In purpose of promoting HAp growth, the solution had to be 
saturated all the time, thus the SBF solution had to be exchanged from time to time. The films were 
studied after the incubation, if there had been any HAp precipitation on them, there would be white 
coverage on them.  

Starting films incubated in SBF 

Table 13: Results of the starting hydrogel films after immersion in SBF 

Sample 
(PEG:PhosMA) 

1 day in SBF 4 days in SBF 7 days in SBF 

PhosMA1 9:1 No sign of HAp No sign of HAp No sign of HAp 

PhosMA1 5:1 No sign of HAp No sign of HAp No sign of HAp 

PhosMA2 9:1 No sign of HAp No sign of HAp No sign of HAp 

PhosMA2 5:1 No sign of HAp No sign of HAp No sign of HAp 

 
The films from the blends of PhosMA1 and PhosMA2 with the ratios of 9:1, 7:1 and 5:1 were incubated 
for 1 day, 4 days and 7 days. There were no visible HAp growth on any of these films, and for this reason 
the SBF-solution was not in need of being exchanged. The chances of growth were most likely on the 
samples that were incubated for 7 days with the ratio of 5:1. This because these samples contained 
most phosphonate groups and also were exposed to the SBF-solution during the longest time. They 
were therefore analysed with IR spectroscopy in hope that the functional groups of the HAp would be 
visible. Unfortunately, but also as expected, these results showed no signs of HAp formation, as can be 
seen in Figure 19 and Figure 20. There does not seem to be any difference between the peaks in the 
starting samples and the incorporated samples.  
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Figure 19: IR-spectrums of the pure sample of PhosMA1 with the ratio 5:1 after 7 days of immersion in SBF, compared with the 
original film and pure HAp particles 
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Figure 20: IR-spectrum of the pure sample PhosMA2 with the ratio 5:1 after 7 days of immersion in SBF, compared with the 
original film and pure HAp particles. 

Composite films incubated in SBF 

The composite films were submersed in SBF solution for 1 day and 10 days. This was done in order to 
evaluate if there would be any further growth of HAp on the hydrogels. The time spans would give us an 
impression of how fast this precipitation would occur, if it even happened.  

Films with physically incorporated HAp NP 

There seemed to be a slight precipitation on the hydrogel films of the physically incorporated samples, 
5HAp NP and 9HAp NP, already after one day. The results from the characterization with IR-
spectroscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) pointed in the same direction. In the IR spectrum 
of the samples, example seen in Figure 21, the bands from vibration in the O-P-O bonds in the 
phosphate group from HAp could be detected. The bands can be noticed already in the case of the 
original 5HAp NP film, which appeared to be clearer after 1 day of incubation in the SBF solution, and 
even more after 10 days. This assumption was also confirmed by the SEM pictures, seen in Figure 22.  
 
Table 14: Table over the physically incorporated films after immersion in SBF 

Sample (PEG:PhosMA) 1 day in SBF 10 days in SBF 

5HAp NP Slight HAp precipitation Opaque from precipitation 

9HAp NP Slight HAp precipitation Opaque from precipitation 
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Figure 21: IR-spectrum of 5HAp NP immersed in SBF for 1day and 10 days, compared with the original sample and HAp 
particles. 

 

 
Figure 22: SEM pictures of pure 5HAp NP sample (a) after 1 day of immersion in SBF (b) and 10 days (c)   
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Films with chemically incorporated nHAp 

The chemically incorporated samples showed a clear precipitation on the films which were fully covered 
already after one day in SBF, indicating a rapid growth of the HAp on these films. In the samples of 10 
days incubation, there seemed to have been even more HAp precipitation. The coverage seemed to be 
so much that the properties of the hydrogel material appeared to be fully outclassed by the HAp 
particles since the films had become so brittle that they easily fell apart upon contact. The properties of 
the incubated nHAp films can be seen in Table 15. The IR-spectra from these samples, show interesting 
results, as can be seen in Figure 23, where there seems to be small shifts in the peaks of the incubated 
films. As mentioned before, the whole region that is observed in the IR-spectra, is a region where the 
vibrations are classed as not well behaved. Slightest steric or electronic effect may result in large band 
shifts. The shifts in our case could be explained by the fact that freshly precipitated hydroxyapatite have 
a hydrated layer containing easily exchangeable ions, which most likely influence the electronic 
effect.26,30   
 
Table 15: Table over chemically incorporated films after immersion in SBF 

Sample 1 day in SBF 10 days in SBF 

9nHAp White precipitation  Covered with white 
precipitate and very brittle 

5nHAp White precipitation Covered with white 
precipitate and very brittle 
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Figure 23: IR-spectrum of 5nHAp immersed in SBF for 1day and 10 days, compared with the original sample and HAp particles. 
 

The films were also characterized with Energy-dipersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), where the various 
elements in the film could be measured. In our case we were mostly interested in the calcium elements, 
which would confirm the calcium phosphates precipitated on the films. Usually also phosphate elements 
are measured, but since we already had phosphates in the polymer matrix from the PhosMAs, this was 
not suited. In the spectrum in Figure 24, the characteristic peaks of calcium are presented. 
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Figure 24: EDX of 5nHAp-sample showing increasing Ca-content after 1 day and 10 days of incubation in SBF 

 
The increase of the hydroxyapatite precipitation can also be confirmed with SEM pictures, which shows 
denser amount of particles in the pictures seen in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25: SEM pictures of pure 5HAp NP sample (a) after 1 day of immersion in SBF (b) and 10 days (c). The scale bar of 20µm is 
marked under each picture.  
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3.6. FIMIC 

The processabilities of the blends for the FIMIC-method were also interesting to know. This would give 
us the information about whether a profitable PEG-based composition of PhosMA2 could be used for 
molding in the micrometer dimensions or not. Since the chemically incorporated samples showed better 
results, these specific blends were more interesting to evaluate. The 5nHAp sample appeared to show 
the best results when it came to HAp generation and was therefore even more interesting. The 5nHAp 
blend also contained less PEG than 9nHAp, which should make it more viscous. Therefore, testing the 
5nHAp blend for the FIMIC-method would theoretically make 9nHAp applicable as well.  
 

FIMIC pre-cursor 
In order to get a more resistant hydrogel film for a smoother use in the FIMIC –process, by decreasing 
the chance of the polymer breaking, cross-linkers were added. The proportion of cross-linkers was 5 
wt%, which also made the blend more viscous than it already was. It was still possible to use it in the 
FIMIC process, even though the filling of the capillaries did not occur rapidly. The FIMIC-samples were 
characterized with Atomic Force Microscopy, AFM, which gave some information about the properties 
of the material. 

AFM 
In this method we could understand the topography of the material by topographical imaging in 2D. This 
is presented in in Figure 26a, where the topography from above showed a distinguishable difference in 
the materials, and the picture below in Figure 26a showed the cross-section of the FIMIC sample. The 
force mapping of the sample can be seen in Figure 26b, where the slope gave us information about the 
elasticity, which clearly seems to be different in each material. The darker regions show a stiffer material 
and the lighter a more elastic material. The darker areas correspond to PEG from the replica mold, and 
the lighter to the 5nHAp material. This can be understood since the grooves of the FIMIC were filled 
with the 5nHAp sample, and they were of 20 µm.  The picture from the adhesion gave us information 
about the intramolecular forces through adhesive interaction with the tip of the AFM instrument. It can 
be noticed that this is different for the two materials as well.  

 

Figure 26: Characterizing the FIMIC-sample with AFM, a) shows the topographical imaging and b) the force mapping  
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3.7. Incorporation methods 

Both the chemical and physical incorporation were succeeded, it was possible to create the blends and 
then turn them into polymer films. The immersion of these showed good results. There was however a 
distinguishable difference between the chemically and physically incorporated samples. It appeared to 
be beneficial when the nucleation took place directly in the material, this way it was possible to nucleate 
homogeneously. In Figure 27 the difference can be seen with an IR-measurement, and in Figure 28 with 
XRD. The huge difference in the homogeneity of the HAp is quite clear if SEM pictures in Figure 22 and 
Figure 25 are compared. 
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Figure 27: IR-spectrum showing the difference between the physical and chemical incorporation of Pure9 
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Figure 28: IR-spectrum showing the difference between the physical and chemical incorporation of Pure9 
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3.8. Phosphonate content 

The effect of the phosphonate groups were interesting to evaluate, and was easiest done by comparing 
the pictures from SEM of the chemically incorporated samples. The samples of 1 day in SBF of the 
different ratios can be seen in Figure 29 with two different resolutions, and the 10 day samples can be 
seen in Figure 30. The difference is not obvious, but from these pictures, it looks like there are more 
particles in the samples with the higher content of PhosMA2.  
 

 
Figur 29: Comparison between the ratios of the PEG:PhosMA2 material after 1 day incubation in SBF 

 

 
Figur 30: Comparison between the ratios of the PEG:PhosMA2 material after 1 day incubation in SBF 

 
To understand the true effect of the PhosMA2 regarding the HAp formation, it would be optimal to 
compare the results from this project with PEG material with the same chemical incorporation. Luckily, 
similar thing has been done by another member from the Lensen group, but with 20 wt% nHAp 
incorporated instead of 10 wt% incorporated in pure PEG.19 Unfortunately, there were only FIMIC-
pictures of this material, but small regions of the material can still be seen and compared. This can be 
seen in Figure 31. The FIMIC-sample of PEG and 20 wt% nHAp incorporated in PEG was incubated in SBF 
for 4 days, whereas the pictures from 10 wt% nHAp in the PEG:PhosMA2 material have been incubated 
only 1 day, yet still seems to show on more precipitated HAp.  
 

 
Figur 31: Comparison between the PEG:PhosMA2 material with 10 wt% nHAp incubated in SBF for 1 day (a) and FIMIC-sample 
with parts of pure PEG material with 20 wt% nHAp incubated in SBF for 4 days (b) 
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4. Conclusion 

The PEG-based PhosMA blends with the ratio of 9:1, 7:1 and 5:1 (PEG:PhosMA) were successfully 
produced and likewise the curing of them. Samples with PhosMA2 showed better results regarding the 
homogeneity. The PhosMA2 blends were incorporated with 10 wt% and 20 wt% HAp particles, whereas 
the samples of 10 wt% samples were easier to handle and resulted in quite transparent hydrogel films. 
There was a significant difference between the incorporation methods. The chemically incorporated 
samples were homogenous and contributed to a distinct HAp precipitation on the material when 
submersed in SBF. This was also was confirmed with IR-, XRD-, SEM- and EDX-analysis. The physically 
incorporated samples did not result in as much HAp precipitation. We were also hoping that the 
phosphonate groups alone in the copolymer backbone would be able to initiate HAp nucleation and 
show precipitation on the films when submersed in SBF. Unfortunately, there were no signs of these 
capabilities. It was however demonstrated that the phosphonate groups seemed to have had a 
considerable effect in generating HAp growth when there already were seeds of HAp in the PEG-based 
PhosMA2 material. This could be seen as a clear precipitation of HAp already after 1 day of incubation in 
SBF. The processability of the beneficial composition, 5nHAp, with an addition of 5 wt% cross-linkers 
was tested with the FIMIC-method. AFM-analysis of the FIMIC-sample showed a distinguishable 
difference between the replica mold of PEG and the filler of 5nHAp, meaning there was a pattern 
manufactured. The successful addition of the cross-linkers also indicated that the swelling degree of the 
material could be varied by adding up to 5 wt% cross-linkers.  
  

5. Future aspects 

This new material could be modified regarding its elasticity, topography and chemistry, which would 
have clear effect on the cell response, especially towards osteoblasts considering the HAp particles. The 
interaction between the cells and the material may be optimized by varying these parameters. Also 
patterns of HAp, which would generate in further apatite layer if they were to be put in the body, might 
be attained. The project has learned that this could be an attractive alternative when creating 
biomaterials in the future. However, there are some important tests that are needed to be evaluated in 
order to use this as a biomaterial, as to examine the cytocompatibility of PhosMA2 and the material 
itself. This was a completely new monomer synthesized and used, therefore unfortunately there are no 
information about these properties available.  
 
The effect of the phosphonates in PhosMA2 should also be properly evaluated. This should be done by 
trying to use pure samples of PhosMA2 without any impurities. The PEG:PhosMA ratio should be 
confirmed in the samples used, and these should be compared to samples with pure PEG-material 
containing 10 wt% nHAp as a reference, treated and incubated in SBF in the same way as the test 
samples. The quantification of the precipitated HAp on the materials would also be interesting to know. 
This would be a first start to analyse the true effect of the new PhosMA2-monomer regarding 
hydroxyapatite formation.   
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